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Profusion of online resources
New ways of doing, learning, teaching
mathematics…

New forms of teachers collective work
Example of Sésamath (http://www.sesamath.net/, a French online
mathematics teachers association (2001)…
… very rapid growth of the association (100 members, 5000
teachers participating in online collaborating working groups,
100000 connections, each day, on its website for downloading
resources )…
… a philosophy of sharing, helping together (Sabra 2009)

Needing a new theoretical approach
Previous work about ICT integration, building on the
instrumental approach (Guin et al. 2005)
A context of generalized availability of digital resources for
teachers
A general notion of resource, wider than ICT: « Our conception
of a re-sourced teacher then becomes a teacher acting with
material and socio-cultural resources » (Adler 2000)
A new perspective on teachers’ professional development
A focus on teachers’ documentation work, out of class and in
class

A documentational
approach of didactics
(Gueudet et Trouche 2009)
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Documentational genesis:
• a teacher develops a document from a set of resources;
• the document associates resources, and a cognitive structure,
professional knowledge;
• a double instrumentalization/instrumentation movement: the teacher
shapes the resources, and the resources frame the teacher’s choices
and craft knowledge

An example

Various resources: a website, an IWB…
Marie-Pierre selects pieces of these resources, recombines them, sets up
the course in class, writes on the IWB and records a paperboard for her
students.
Professional knowledge (example!) that could be involved in this document:
“a new area formula must be justified by a cutting and recombining of
the pieces to form a figure whose area is known”

About methodology

Investigating teachers collective work
The case of teachers associations (as Sesamath in France)
Monitoring of “natural” collective documentation work (mainly in high
schools)
Using the support of existing project, as laboratories
Intergeo: lived resources, enriched and validated by the uses of teachers’
communities
The Intergeo project
http://i2geo.net
(Trgalova et al. 2009)

A work in progress…
A French-Brazilian project CAPES-COFECUB (2009-2011), involving 4
universities (UFPE Recife, UNIBAN Sao Paulo, Universités de Lyon et de
Paris): From the study of the teacher and her activity in classroom
towards the design of resources for and by the teachers
Coordinators MAIA Lícia de Souza Leão (Brazil) et TROUCHE Luc (France)
http://educmath.inrp.fr/Educmath/recherche/projets/capes-cofecub/

Another presentation of this project at PME:
A comparative study of the secondary-tertiary transition
M. Alves Dias, M. Artigue, A. P. Jahn, & T. M. Campos
22 July,11h-11h40, room 2014
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